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Dr.Cafe Coffee opens new store in Al Janadria
Festival
In a step aims to efficient participation in
the kingdom celebrations in the 26th
Janadria Festival for Heritage and
Culture, Dr.Cafe Coffee celebrated
opening a new store in this festival to tell
a story in coffee world with the fragrance
of heritage and history, when the present
and the past mixed up for more than five
hundred thousand visitor for Al Janadria
Festival, through 'the Best Coffee in the
World' under the slogan of 'proud to get
colder to you'.
'Dr.Cafe Coffee participation in Al Janadria Festival is considered a another chapter in the history
of the ultimate coffee experience, and another new step towards Dr.Cafe journey to success
'The Best Coffee in the World' to start another journey by serving high quality products, and
providing outstanding 1st Place Experience to the visitors and guests of the festival for this
year," as shared by Mr. Khaled Al Saleh, Dr.Cafe Coffee Vice President.
The new Dr.Cafe store is located strategically for the visitors of 26th Jandaria Festival, and
exactly at the meet point of the western and southern gates in Al Janadria, which is a very
convenient and accessible place to reach, as it is centralized in open area, whether sitting inside
the store in 81 square meter, our outside in a total space of 150 square meter to enjoy the fresh
air, and the natural scenes.
The Cafe is noted for its world class characteristics, and its unique services, including Family
Sitting Areas, wonderful section for individuals, and outside sitting area exclusive as usual for
Dr.Cafe Coffee stores.
The most distinguished features of this store its fabulous vision and unmatched view, which not
less than the warm atmosphere with coffee inspired colors and designs together with the
comfortable sitting area which provides a unique and classy theme that always provided by Dr.
Cafe Coffe for its valued guests in its stores, in addition to the consistent products and
knowledgeable friendly services.
In each section of this store, and in addition to the various types sittings with advanced
specifications, elegant and consistent distribution to fulfill the desires and needs of Dr.Cafe
values guests, whether reading, get daily prints, or the most recent issues form the valued books.
Dr.Cafe Coffee is considered the favorite choice of millions from coffee and cafes lovers and
passionate in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, and some of Eastern Asia Countries.
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Dr.Cafe chose to participate in the 26th Jandaria Festival for Heritage and Culture to provide
the unmatched products and unique services in the world of coffee and cafes, especially the
visitors number for this year exceeds five hundred thousand for the past three days, roaming
in Al Janadria corners and wings, and this number is expected to exceed the limit of million
visitor within the few coming days.
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